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INTRODUCTION 
- READ 4:1-12 
 

EXPOSITION 
- Up to this point a letter of affirmation and encouragement, now turning to new section of instruction and exhortation (indicated 

by the word finally, which is better translated “moreover” or “furthermore”) 
- The contents of this section is a response to Timothy’s report of their condition and walk with God 
- Even though they are doing well, there were things they needed instruction on 
- As a good pastor, Paul not only strongly affirms and encourages them, but also corrects where necessary (without undoing 

previous encouragements) 
- He is teaching things they already knew (v.1) and some new things (v.13) 
- The repeated teaching is in relation to at least three (possibly four) particular issues 

- sexual purity (vv.3-8) [possibly also including financial fraud] 
- brotherly love (vv.9-10) 
- diligence in vocation (vv.11-12) 

- The new teaching (v.13ff) is a response to the grieving who have lost loved ones, particularly in relation to the 2
nd

 coming of 
the Lord Jesus 

- We should miss the relationship and connection of these two things in this letter: the vital connection between Christian living 
and Eschatology.  Too many speculate and waste time rather than seeing this connection.  The Bible’s teaching on the 
FUTURE is to have practical effects on how we live NOW.  Eschatology is to be taught as practical and life impacting in the 
here and now.   
 
He wanted his readers to have a healthy outlook upon life, so that in meditating upon events ‘on the other side’ 
(of death) they would not forget about their duties ‘on this side’�.  He wanted them to set their house in order 
with a view to the earnestly awaited coming of the glorious Visitor from ‘the other side,’ even the Lord Jesus. 
(Hendriksen) 

I. These Exhortations are Given with Brotherly Tenderness 

A. He Calls them Brethren 
- in Christ, he as a Jew has been joined in a family relationship w/Gentiles – what the Gospel can do 
- photos during the Civil Rights movement showing blacks and whites together – more radical than that 
B. He Urges Them  
- this Greek term usually indicates a request of an equal or a familiar) – Hendriksen says of this word that “the asking is 

friendly and polite” 
- even as an apostle, he recognized he was on equal footing as a sinner 
- as such, he respects even those Christians who have baggage and remaining sin 
- I heard this week that John Newton traded slaves for 10 years after writing “Amazing Grace” 
C. He Exhorts Them  
- The encouragement and call of a companion that comes along side - we see an example of Paul’s motherly and fatherly 

way of instructing them (ch.2), blending together also with brotherliness 
- Difference between standing over and coming along side my children (though when I studied this, I did it a while later) 
 

Application: All our exhortation to one another should be marked with such tender affection. 
- Are we ready in humility to receive such exhortations? Even from less than pleasant vessels – 2Sam16:10 (Shimei) 
- Application to parenting and authority;  

II. These Exhortations are Given with Divine Authority  

A. These are Commands (rare term, meaning to order with authority) 
B. This is a Command from the Lord Jesus  
- The phrases “in the Lord Jesus” and “through the Lord Jesus”, indicating Jesus gave sovereign commands 
- So these things come with divine authority through the Savior – Mt28:20, not merely the spreading of information, but 

obedience to His commands 
C. This is the Will of God 
- The will of Jesus Christ is the will of God, coming with the highest authority possible 
- If we ever struggle with figuring out God’s will for our life, this passage gives us some clear direction 
- When we pray “your will be done”, we are praying for ourselves to be more pure and holy 
- These indicate first priorities in Christian growth, when we can get caught up in a host of other things 
- To reject these things is not merely to reject men, but to reject God (v.8) 
 
Application: While we appealing in the most tender way possible, we are to speak with the authority of the Word and Will of 
God.  If in authority position, it isn’t rooted in ourselves; we are stewards of God’s gifts, and we must be humble servants 
- To do this effectively (whatever our position) we must know God’s Word – Col3:16 
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III. These Exhortations are Given with Scholarly Repetition  

- Like a student who truly learns lessens by repetition 
- Just as you received from us (v.1) you know what commandments we gave you (v.2) 
- The fact that they had received these before didn’t keep Paul from reminding them - 2Pet2:12 

 
Application: We need to be reminded, we need repetition, for at least these reasons 
1.) Our minds are like leaky vessels  
2.) Our hearts are resistant; there is a “law of sin” in us that resists the truth; usually when we are most resistant to the repetition 

is when we need it most 
- we may flatter ourselves that we are getting new information and so are growing, but it doesn’t penetrate at that time (2Kings 

22:19) 
3.) Our tendency to get bored - especially if we like learning new things, after the basics are established (even the doctrines of 

grace), we become like the Athenians (Act17:21) 
 
- We should not grow weary in hearing what we already know; when someone says something, not to think “yeah, yeah”, but be 

open to the fact that God is using that person to speak to us to take more deeply – “speak Lord, for your servant hears” 
- We need the basics, we need the Gospel; challenge to read Mahaney’s Cross Centered Life or Piper’s God is the Gospel 

slowly and see if moved deeply by the Gospel 

IV. These Exhortations are Given with Great Clarity 

- What then is the Exhortation? - To pursue their sanctification (v.3a) 
A. Our Pursuit of Sanctification is to be a Way of Life – how you should walk 
- the Christian life is frequently described in the analogy of a journey, a way in which we are travelling 
B. Our Sanctification is to be Increasing – that you should abound more and more 
- The assumption is that they are already bearing the fruit of holiness - Still, he wants to see them abound 
 
When one compares how they once walked and how they now walk, the change is great indeed, thank God!  
Yet there is room for still more of this blessed abundance of holiness of life.  The Thessalonians are to please 
God in still higher degrees�some of them still have plain things in which they are behind, and all of them should 
continued their blessed advance. (Lenski). 

 
- We should not be content with little fruit, little holiness, little progression; we should have a holy discontentment 
- no matter where we are, there is always room for increase fruit bearing 

C. Our Sanctification is Pleasing to God 

- He is urging them to do that for which he has already prayed (v.12) 
- The is the ultimate desire of the believer (2Cor5:9), and the primary call of the pastor to help his people 
 
To be pleasing to God appeals to the gospel motive for believers, their love for God in the Lord Jesus, and not 
to the motive of law, the fear of punishment. (Lenski) 

 

APPLICATION 
- This three-fold outline is one way you can pray for me as the primary preaching pastor: that I will preach with brotherly 

tenderness, divine authority, and great clarity 
- This is also the way that we should be dealing with one another in helping one another in our Christian walk 
- I exhort you with tenderness, authority, repetition to pursue your sanctification – there is one thing necessary - Heb12:4  
- The Cross of Jesus Christ – this pursuit can only be properly built and the foundation and the springs of justification in Christ 
 
- We won’t get into the details of the specific areas in which Paul exhorted them, but I will cover them briefly (we will come back 

to them in a couple of weeks, the Lord willing) 
- READ: sexual purity (in a decadent age), brotherly love (within the church), and diligence in our calling (whatever that may be 

as adult or child) 


